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Diversity at its Finest
Camp Cosmos believes that diversity is an asset that should be embraced by all, as we celebrate our community’s similarities and differences.The Intercultural Program aims to create community and connection through an array of activities that promote harmony, kindness and mutual respect. In a world wrought with fear of the unknown, we make sure to engage campers in discussions about culture and solidarity. Camp Cosmos strives to bridge the gap between diverse backgrounds, cultivating awareness while creating dynamic communities and long-lasting friendships. By the end of the summer, every camper and staff member makes a friend that they may have never  met otherwise!

Testimony:
In 2014 my youngest boy who was struggling with a speech delay got a tremendous boost in his self-esteem at Camp Cosmos. My worries about him fitting in and communicating with the staff were quickly put to rest. He had the time of his life and his teacher in September noted a clear improvement in his self-expression. Last summer his older brother insisted on joining him, making memories that will last a lifetime. My heartfelt thanks to the dedicated and talented camp staff who make miracles possible! J. Lacroux, parent
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Coordinator’s Corner (Philippe Besner)
In 2015 Camp Cosmos outdid itself! I’m proud to say we were able to welcome an unprecedented number of campers -  73 in total!  Our programming was as varied and dynamic as ever. Thanks to our passionate and dedicated staff, we were able to provide a safe and fun environment for all the children.

Highlights of the summer include
Gardening on green rooftops with Santropol RoulantSports activities with Quebec GamesFarm visitsMany exciting workshops: Yoga, Dance, Spanish, Recycling and more!

All of these activities were included at a very accessible 
low-cost throughout the six weeks of camp. 

This was my first year as Camp Coordinator. I am very grateful for the enthusiastic support from the program coordinators as well as the counselors, shadows and teenagers who were a pleasure to work with. Our dynamic team ensured the campers had a wonderful summer. The solid relationships we’ve built with our staff, families and community partners throughout the years are what make Camp Cosmos such a welcoming environment for children from diverse cultural backgrounds. We hope to enlarge our circle every year!
Camp Cosmos would not be possible without the support of the Montreal City Mission, the St-James United Church and the Anglican Diocese of Montreal. Many thanks as well to all the local community organizations that offered their valuable time and energy to our campers throughout the summer. 

Testimony
My daughter has been attending Camp Cosmos for many years and looks forward to it each summer.  She loves the many different activities and always makes new friends.  She has also liked the different camp councillors she’s had over the years.

-Ray Geurkink, parent 

Accessibility for Everyone!
Pairing campers with special needs with Shadows or Shadows-in-Training to receive one-on-one care and attention
Charging a small weekly fee, as well as reducing or waiving the fee entirely for families on limited income
Hiring camp counselors from a variety of backgrounds
Creating an anti-oppressive ambiance where individuals may express themselves freely without fear of judgment
Collaborating rather than competing … accepting rather than excluding… striving to accommodate all

Overall, the wide range of camp programming attempts to engage the interests and curiosities of all campers. Camp Cosmos offers a safe and fun summer for everyone, cultivating an environment that inspires long-lasting friendships. 

The Summer Numbers       
Campers 
Counselors 
Shadows 
Counselors-in-Training 
Shadows-in-Training 
Campers with special-needs 
Mean staff-camper ratio
Recycling bins filled per week 
Compost buckets filled per week
Number of languages at camp
(Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, 
Creole, English, French, Hindi, 
Italian, Kannada, Persian, Romanian, 
Portuguese, Spanish, Tamil, Vietnamese)
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Eco-Friendly is Fun!
Every year Camp Cosmos focuses on activities that promote environmental awareness and respect.

Through the Eco-Quartier, our campers learned about the importance of recycling and compost, and participated in vermi-composting workshops
The Santropol Roulant invited us to their local organic farm in Seneville, and taught us about rooftop gardens, as well as bee-keeping
We visited the cows and petting zoo at Morgan Farms
We had great fun watering our local gardens at the McGill campus
Les Sentiers Urbains and Action Communiterre taught us about trees and perma-culture
We learned about water conservation and protection through the Au Fil de L’eau project
Campers explored the concepts of food security and the importance of a healthy environment for all

By empowering our campers with green-living techniques, they have the chance to apply these practices everywhere they go – and maybe teach their parents a thing or two about eco-friendly initiatives!

Testimony
We had a great summer last year thanks to Camp Cosmos! The animators were very friendly with the kids and provided a lot of support and care.The downtown location, along with affordable price of the camp, made it perfect for us. Can’t wait for next summer!

-Riddhi Dedhia, parent 

Sports and Games and Swimming, Oh My!
Camp Cosmos believes that a healthy body is essential for a happy life. Through our Athletics Program, we incorporate many types of physical activity into our daily camp experience. Organized sports can be expensive, meaning that youth from low-income backgrounds, as well as youth with special needs, can miss out on the  benefits of physical activity within a team context. Playing games in the park allows campers to have fun outside while moving around. 
This summer campers:

Went to the pool for swimming practice once a week
Played indoor sports, such as basketball, dodge-ball and soccer
Played team-building games in Parc Lafontaine
Discussed the importance of healthy nutrition, and the impact that food can have on our bodies
Explored different cultures through diverse physical activities such as yoga, capoeira and bollywood dancing! 

By discovering how physical activity can increase our self-esteem, campers are encouraged to stayhealthy throughout the year. 
Teenagers can be Leaders too!
The Counselors-in-Training (CIT) program welcomes youth from various backgrounds between theages of 14-17. At Camp Cosmos, CITs participate by supporting Counselors in taking care of campers and making sure that we are providing a safe and supportive environment for every child. CITs are provided with direct and regular support and mentorship; they gain hands-on job training and they are given the chance to practice leadership-skills. CITs also participate in ‘CIT Fridays’, where they enjoy educational workshops and community engagement initiatives. In 2015, six young, dynamic CITs proved to be an absolute asset throughout the summer. 
Introducing our Shadows-in-Training!
This year we launched a brand new Shadows-in-Training (SIT) program. We hired three SITs between the ages of 14-17 to work alongside Camp Cosmos Shadows. Throughout the summer the SITs gained hands-on experience accompanying a child with special needs, and the Shadows benefited greatly from the extra help. The camper also received additional  one-on-one care and attention. The SIT program is a unique opportunity for youth to not only gain professional skills, but to cultivate a better understanding of the responsibilities essential for creating an accessible camp.
The benefits of the SIT program include                                                                                                   

Better one-on-one care for special needs campers
Welcoming more children with special needs
Accommodating children with more demanding needs
Offering direct support for the Shadows with every-day tasks 
Offering professional and teamwork training 
Providing an enriching experience for youth to gain confidence when working with children with special needs
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